We present a new and general approach for de ning, understanding, and computing logic programming semantics. We consider disjunctive programs for generality, but our results are still interesting if specialized to normal programs. Our framework consists of two parts: (1) a semantical, where semantics are de ned in an abstract way as the weakest semantics satisfying certain properties, and (2) a procedural, namely a bottomup query-evaluation method based on operators working on conditional facts. As to (1), we concentrate in this paper on a particular set of abstract properties (the most important being the unfolding or partial evaluation property GPPE) and de ne a new semantics D-WFS, which extends WFS and GCWA. We also mention that various other semantics, like Fitting's comp 3 , Schlipf's WFS C , Gelfond/Lifschitz' STABLE and Ross/Topor's WGCWA (also introduced independantly by Rajasekar/Lobo/Minker), can be captured in our framework. In (2) we compute for any program P a residual program res(P ), and show that res(P ) is equivalent to the original program under very general conditions on the semantics (which are satis ed, e.g., by the well-founded, stable, stationary, and static semantics). Many queries with respect to these semantics can already be answered on the basis of the residual program. In fact, res(P ) is complete for D-WFS, WFS and GCWA. /
INTRODUCTION
Already for normal programs, there are quite a lot of proposed semantics, but for disjunctive programs, the number of possibilities explodes (for an overview and comparison, see Dix95a, Dix95b] for normal, and Dix95c, BD98b, DM94a] for disjunctive programs).
In this paper, we introduce a simple, but powerful framework for analyzing, de ning, and computing semantics based on elementary program transformations.
For instance, we require that if A appears in no rule head, then it should be possible to evaluate ocurrences of not A by true, i.e. to delete not A from all rule bodies. For many semantics it is also possible to delete a tautological rule like p p without changing the meaning of the program: this is essentially the step away from classical logic programming semantics (such as Clark's completion Cla78] and its variants) to much stronger nonmonotonic (or deductive database) semantics (such as WFS and STABLE). Other important transformations are unfolding (partial evaluation) and the evaluation of negative body literals in trivial cases.
Our approach has semantical as well as computational consequences. With respect to semantics, our main results are:
1. New characterizations of the standard well-founded semantics ( VGRS91] ) as well as of the generalized closed world assumption GCWA ( Min82] ) as the weakest semantics allowing our elementary transformations. \Weakest" is meant in the sense of the information ordering: any ground literal whose truth value does not become obvious by our very simple transformations is unde ned in the well-founded model. This shows again how natural WFS and GCWA are.
2. When we look at disjunctive programs, the same transformations allow us to de ne a disjunctive extension of the well-founded semantics, which we call D-WFS. This disjunctive counterpart of WFS has good properties and a natural behaviour, and allows some important transformations already by de nition.
3. While we exemplify this method for de ning/characterizing semantics in depth only in the case of WFS/D-WFS, it works also with other sets of program transformations or other de nitions of the universe of \abstract semantics", which we study. For example Fitting's 3-valued version comp 3 of Clark's completion ( Fit85] ), Schlipf' s wellfounded by case semantics WFS C ( Sch92] ), Gelfond/Lifschitz' STABLE ( GL88, GL91]) and Ross/Topor's WGCWA ( RT88, RLM89] ) can be captured with appropriate transformation rules. We believe that many interesting results will be possible by applying our ideas in slightly modi ed frameworks. It is important to look at the space of all possible \abstract semantics", because otherwise it can be only by chance that we know certain semantics. There could be semantics with much better properties, which are, however, yet unknown.
4. We also show that a subset of our transformations exactly characterizes those semantics which look only at the minimal models of the given program, and not at its syntax.
Our approach also contributes to the computation of semantics. In particular we develop a bottom-up computation of semantics allowing our elementary transformations:
1. We show that a normal form, called the residual program, can be constructed by our elementary transformations from every (disjunctive) logic program. The residual program consists of conditional facts, i.e. ground rules without positive body literals. Conditional facts result from delaying the negative body literals during a bottom-up evaluation of an allowed logic program (the delayed literals are attached as \conditions" to the derived facts). Conditional facts have already been studied in Bry89, Bry90, DK89b, DK89a, HY91] (for non-disjunctive programs). We especially generalize the T P -operator and the reductions introduced by Bry to the disjunctive case. However, our main result is the relation of this bottom-up computation to our elementary program transformations. 2. A consequence of this is that the residual program is equivalent to the original program for any semantics allowing our elementary program transformations. Besides the well-founded semantics and our D-WFS, for instance also the stable model semantics (for normal and disjunctive programs), the wellfounded-by-case semantics ( Sch92] ) as well as the static Prz95] and stationary Prz91a] semantics satisfy this condition. For every such semantics, the computation of the residual program can be a useful preprocessing step, because it is equivalent to the original program, but it is ground and contains no positive body literals (and usually very few negative body literals).
In the case of WFS and D-WFS, the truth value of all ground atoms can be trivially decided based on the residual program: if there is a fact A true, A is true, and if A does not occur in any rule head, A is false. All other ground atoms are unde ned. For other semantics, like the stable model semantics, only the few \islands of complexity" remain. They must be evaluated with other techniques. 3. It also directly follows from our results that any semantics allowing our transformations is not changed by adding atoms which are true in the well-founded model (see Subsection 4.5). This is an important property extensively used in the recent method of Niemel a and Simons ( NS96] ) for computing stable models. Because WFS is of quadratic complexity, and therefore located one level below the stable semantics, this property tells us that rst computing WFS does no harm to the set of stable models. It is a restricted form of cautious monotony which pays o from the computational viewpoint. See also DFN98]. 4. Although originally we developed our program transformations just for declarative purposes (we wanted a semantics to satisfy some natural conditions) and used them to prove a completeness result with respect to our bottom-up procedure, it is also possible to apply them to a given program and compute the normal form directly. This works because our calculus of transformations is con uent and terminating: the normal form is therefore uniquely terminated. This use of our transformations is worked out in detail in BD98a], and we refer the reader to this article.
Let us nally mention related work. Transformational approaches have been considered in DM93, CL95] . While in DM93], abstract properties have been used only for speeding up query evaluation in CL95], the main focus of the program transformation is to make explicit possible uses of disjunctive information. In CW95], also a \residual program" is computed, but this is done top-down, and their processing of the residual program is quite di erent. Partial evaluation (unfolding) has also been studied in SS94, SS97] .
Our paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we rst introduce an abstract notion of logic programming semantics. Then we de ne the elementary program transformations which we use in this paper. We de ne our semantics D-WFS as the weakest abstract semantics allowing these transformation. At the end of Section 2, we explain that this method for de ning and characterizing semantics is in fact much more general, and can be applied to other semantics as well.
In Section 3, we develop a bottom-up query evaluation algorithm based on conditional facts and the residual program. We also give an alternative characterization of the residual program which generalizes to in nite programs or programs with function symbols.
Section 4 contains our main results. We rst show that the computed semantics is indeed our abstractly characterized semantics D-WFS. However, we prove in fact much more, namely that the residual program can be reached from the original program by means of our elementary transformations (it is the uniquely determined normal form). This allows to use the computation of the residual program as a preprocessing step for other semantics as well. We also prove a nice characterization of the semantics allowing a subset of our transformations in terms of minimal models. We conclude Section 4 with a proof that it is possible to evaluate literals whose truth value is known in the well-founded model also in any other semantics allowing our transformations. We claim that this is an important property for computing stable models more e ciently (as is well-known, computing stable models is a NPcomplete problem, therefore a really e cient, i.e. polynomial algorithm is unlikely to exist). However, substantiating this claim will be subject to future research.
In Section 5 we explain how D-WFS relates to various other semantics. In particular, we establish there the equivalence to the classical well-founded semantics for non-disjunctive programs and to the generalized closed world assumption for positive disjunctive programs. This shows that our results indeed give a nice characterization of the classical WFS.
Computational properties are shortly discussed in Section 6. Finally, we give a short summary and an outlook on future work in Section 7. Most of the proofs have been delayed to an appendix.
ABSTRACT SEMANTICS AND TRANSFORMATIONS
In this paper, we consider allowed disjunctive DATALOG : programs over some xed function-free nite signature . In fact, in the semantical part of this paper, we consider only the ground instantiation of the programs, because we claim that any sensible semantics should assign the same meaning to a program P and its instantiation ground(P ). So the variables are seen only as a shorthand for denoting ground programs in a more compact way. This means that in the semantical part, we could as well have worked with propositional programs.
However, in the computational part, it would be very ine cient to compute rst the ground instantiation of the given program. Here we make use of the allowedness condition: every variable of the rule must occur also in a positive body literal. This guarantees that in every rule application, all variables are bound to a constant. It is true that in this way we again manage to consider only ground programs. But we do not consider the complete instantiation of the program | only rule instances with possibly true body literals. We never consider a rule instance containing a positive body literal which does not match any previously derived \conditional fact".
Let us nally clarify the requirement that we work with a xed nite function-free signature.
1. The signature must be xed, because our program transformations may change the set of actually occurring symbols, but we wish to keep the syntactic base. 2. In some of our theorems we need that the instantiated program is nite. Of course, this is an important restriction, but it was very fruitful and has lead to a very nice theory. 3. Furthermore, from a more practical viewpoint, we also have to avoid in nite loops. Note that for arbitrary rst-order programs, even the wellfounded semantics is highly undecidable ( 1 1 -complete over the integers, see Sch95]). Therefore, we can not capture such a semantics with elemantary and constructive transformation rules. For the semantical part, our assumptions are not real restrictions: we have shown in DS98] that our semantical framework can be generalized to arbitrary disjunctive rst-order programs by introducing a non-constructive Loop-Detection Rule. This rule is also a transformation rule 1 but in contrast to the rules we consider here, testing whether it can be applied to a particular program is not decidable (this is similar to local strati ability).
Even our bottom-up procedure (to be introduced in the next section) is easily generalized to handle in nite propositional programs (see Subsection 3.3). Thus our assumptions can be seen as suitable properties to ensure feasible computations, but not as essentially built-in restrictions of our overall framework.
De nition 2.1. (Logic Program). A logic program P is a nite set of rules of the form A 1 _ _ A k B 1^ ^B m^n ot C 1^ ^not C n ; where the A i =B i =C i are -atoms, k 1, m 0, n 0, and every variable of the rule appears in one of the B i (allowedness). We identify such a rule with the triple consisting of the sets of atoms A := fA 1 ; : : : ; A k g; B := fB 1 ; : : : ; B m g; C := fC 1 ; : : : ; C n g; and write it as A B^not C. The set of all logic programs over will be denoted by LP .
De nition 2.2. (Instantiation, Possibly True Facts). We write ground(P ) for the 1 To be precise, the rule operates on arbitrary in nite propositional programs.
full instantiation of P (with respect to ) and heads(P ) for the set of ground atoms occurring in rule heads in ground(P ).
Logic Programming Semantics
Our de nition of a logic programming semantics is a very general one. We simply assume that a semantics maps every logic program into a set of pure ground disjunctions.We sometimes call these disjunctions deduced formulae, simply meaning that they follow under the semantics.
This includes for instance \modeltheoretic semantics" such as the stable model semantics, which de ne a set of models for every logic program. We simply deduce those ground disjunctions Q which are true in all of these models (sceptical view).
Also, if a semantics assigns to every program a completion (i.e. a rst order theory), then we take the pure disjunctions which follow from this completion. Pure disjunctions consist either of only positive or of only negative literals: there are no atoms and negative literals at the same time (no mixed disjunctions).
Of course, the question arises why we are only interested in deducing pure ground disjunctions:
First, nonground (universally quanti ed) formulas cannot be deduced from allowed logic programs.
Second, it is natural to assume that Q 1^Q2 is implied if and only if both, Q 1 as well as Q 2 , are implied. So a semantics has no freedom to decide which (ground) conjunctions are implied and which are not.
However, for disjunctions it is possible that Q 1 _ Q 2 is implied, but neither Q 1 nor Q 2 are implied. Therefore it does not su ce to look only at implied ground literals. Third, we look only at pure disjunctions because we believe that there is a di erence between a logic programming system and an automatic theorem prover. We do not want to conclude implied rules, for instance, but we are interested to answer queries. For instance, the STATIC semantics allows unfolding as long as we look only at the implied pure disjunctions, but unfolding is no equivalence transformation if we look at all possible consequences. As an example, consider the following logic program: p _ q:
Unfolding the body literal p yields the logic program p _ q: r _ q:
While the rst program obviously implies the rule r p, this is not true for the second program under the STATIC semantics. However, the two programs are equivalent under the STATIC semantics as long as we look only at pure disjunctions (because then only the minimal models of the program are needed).
Finally, we will de ne in this paper a disjunctive extension of the wellfounded semantics. The standard well-founded semantics for normal programs can be seen as de ning sets of positive and negative ground literals which can be concluded from the program. Therefore, it seems natural to extend this in the disjunctive case to positive and negative ground disjunctions. But in fact, a large part of our theory does not depend on the exact de nition of a semantics, and therefore it can be considered as a real framework (see Subsection 2.4).
De nition 2.3. (Semantics). A semantics S is a mapping which assigns to every logic program P 2 LP a set S(P) of pure disjunctions of ground literals over .
It must satisfy the following requirements:
1. S(P) = S(ground(P)) (instantiation invariance). 2. If Q 2 S(P) and Q Q 0 (i. e. Q is a subdisjunction of Q 0 ), then Q 0 2 S(P) (right weakening).
3. If A true 2 P for a disjunction A, then A 2 S(P) (necessarily true). 4. If A 6 2 heads(P ) for some -ground atom A, then not A 2 S(P) (nec. false). If Q 2 S(P), we also write P j S Q.
This is a very general de nition, and practically all proposed semantics t into this framework.
It might be argued at this point that our de nition is in fact too general, because it does not even guarantee closure under logical consequences. For instance, consider the following program P: p: q p:
Every semantics must allow to conclude p, but q is not nessarily contained in S(P).
Of course, our semantics D-WFS is closed under logic consequences (Theorem 4.4), but this is something we have to prove. There is nothing bad in allowing also strange semantics in the beginning. Our characterizations get only stronger by starting with such weak requirements in the basic de nition. Note also that our notion of a semantics does not neccessarily restrict us to consider only Herbrand-models (although this is one of the main applications). This is because the underlying signature can contain additional constants, not occurring in the given program. Such additional constants often have the e ect to avoid problems related to Herbrand-domains, such as the universal-query-problem (see GPP90, Dix95c] ).
Program Transformations
We base our discussion on abstract properties of logic programming semantics. All of them require that certain elementary transformations do not change the semantics of a given logic program:
De nition 2.4. (Program Transformation). A program transformation is any binary relation 7 ! between instantiated logic programs.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider only ground logic programs in the semantical part. This is possible since we have required \instantiation invariance" in our de nition of a semantics: a semantics is already completely de ned by its values for ground programs.
Note that a program transformation is a relation, and not a function, because we consider only elementary changes like deleting a single tautological rule. This makes it simpler to prove that a semantics allows such a transformation. We have shown in BD98a] that the rewriting system consisting of the transformations which we consider here is terminating and con uent.
De nition 2.5. (Equivalence Transformation). We call a transformation 7 ! an Sequivalence transformation i S(P 1 ) = S(P 2 ) for all ground programs P 1 and P 2 with P 1 7 ! P 2 . In this case, we also say that the semantics S allows the transformation 7 !.
An very important such transformation is partial evaluation in the sense of the \unfolding" operation. It is the \Generalized Principle of Partial Evaluation (GPPE)" ( DM94b, BD97]) (it has also been considered by Sakama De nition 2.10. (Positive Reduction). A ground program P 2 results from a ground program P 1 by positive reduction (P 1 7 ! P P 2 ) i there is a rule A B^not C in P 1 and C 2 C such that C 6 2 heads(P 1 ) and P 2 = P 1 ? fA B^not Cg A B^not (C ? fCg) :
Conversely, if the logic program contains A 1 _ _ A k true, at least one of these atoms must be true, so a rule body containing not A 1^ ^not A k is surely false, therefore the entire rule is useless, and it should be possible to delete it: this gives us Negative Reduction.
De nition 2.11. (Negative Reduction). Let P 1 and P 2 be ground programs. P 1 7 ! N P 2 i there are rules A B^not C and A 0 true in P 1 such that A 0 C and P 2 = P 1 ? fA B^not Cg. Let 7 ! dwfs := 7 ! U 7 ! T 7 ! M 7 ! P 7 ! N be the combination of the ve transformations which characterize our semantics D-WFS (all the above transformations except weak unfolding which is redundant by Lemma 2.1).
Finally, let 7 ! mmod := 7 ! U 7 ! W 7 ! T 7 ! M , i.e. the transformations which do not change minimal models.
Note that our properties make sense for semantics like GCWA and WFS, which are de ned only on positive resp. normal programs, because these classes of programs are closed under our transformations.
De nition 2.13. (Weaker Semantics). We call a semantics S 1 weaker than a semantics S 2 (S 1 v S 2 ) i S 1 (P ) S 2 (P ) for all programs P. S 1 v S 2 () (P; Q) Q 2 S 1 (P ) (P; Q) Q 2 S 2 (P ) :
The least upper bound and greatest lower bound are also computed as in the standard powerset lattice, namely we take the union resp. intersection of the sets S(P).
It is easy to check that the resulting mapping is indeed a semantics according to our de nition. 2
We introduce the following notation for the weakest possible semantics (the bottom element of the lattice):
De nition 2.14. (Known Disjunctive Facts). Let known be the semantics de ned by:
1. For a positive ground disjunction Q:
Q 2 known(P ) :() there is A Q with A true 2 ground(P ):
2. For a negative ground disjunction Q:
Q 2 known(P ) :() there is not A 2 Q with A 6 2 heads(P ):
Lemma 2.3. Let SEM be a set of semantics allowing a transformation 7 !. Then lub(SEM ) and glb(SEM ) also allow 7 !. Proof. Let P 1 and P 2 be any ground programs with P 1 7 ! P 2 . Then we have for all S 2 SEM : S(P 1 ) = S(P 2 ). For the greatest lower bound, we have: 
A Framework for De ning Semantics
Let us conclude this section by noting that the proposed method for de ning and characterizing semantics is in fact a very general one. The idea is to 1. De ne a space of candidate semantics as mappings from logic programs to some \semantic domain", satisfying certain minimal requirements. These semantics should be ordered by a \weaker" relation v.
2. Select a number of good properties the semantics should have. It is important that these properties are inherited to the greatest lower bound of semantics satisfying them. This is automatically satis ed for properties of the form considered here (that certain program transformations do not change the semantics) if the relation v is derived from some order on the \semantic domain" by pointwise comparison for all programs.
3. Look at the v-smallest semantics having the properties.
For instance, in BD97], we have de ned a semantics modeltheoretically as a mapping which assigns to every logic program P a set of three-valued Herbrand models of P (subject to the condition that atoms not occurring in P are interpreted as false). So the \semantic domain" consists of sets of three-valued Herbrand interpretations. A semantics is stronger i it allows less models, so we de ne S 1 v S 2 () for all P: S 1 (P ) S 2 (P ):
In order to show that not only D-WFS can be captured in our framework, we need to introduce two further transformation rules.
De nition 2.16. (Elimination of Contradictions, Supraclassicality). A ground program P 2 results from a ground program P 1 by elimination of contradictions (P 1 7 ! T P 2 ) i there is a rule A B^not C in P 1 such that B \ C 6 = ; and P 2 = P 1 ? fA B^not Cg.
A ground program P 2 results from a ground program P 1 by applying supraclassicality (P 1 7 ! T P 2 ) i there is an atom A such that P 1 j = A and P 2 = P 1 fA g. (Here P 1 j = A just means classical entailment: P 1 is viewed as a propositional theory and A as an atom therein.
Elimination of contradictions just means to eliminate rules with contradicting bodies, like p _ q r; s; not r; not q. Supraclassicality means that whenever an atom A follows classically from the program (viewed as a classical theory), then this atom can be safely added to the program. This formalizes the property that the semantics should be at least as strong as classical logic.
We are now able to state the following theorems, the proofs of which can be found in BD97, Dually, the failure-transformation can be applied to a program P whenever there is a an atom A which does not occur in any head of a rule. Failure then removes a rule which contains A positively in its body.
The following theorem is contained in DFN98, Theorem 5.3]. Theorem 2.3. (comp 3 (resp. lfp( P )) as weakest semantics) Fitting's semantics comp 3 (which is de ned as lfp( P )) is the weakest semantics for non-disjunctive programs satisfying Success, Failure, positive and negative Reduction. The following table (from BD95b]) gives an overview which semantics allow which transformations. The entry \ " means that the corresponding property holds, \|" means that it does not hold. We have not included an entry for positive or negative Reduction, because these conditions hold for all semantics listed below. Dis. | | We strongly conjecture that other interesting results can be achieved by modifying the basic requirements on the semantics and possibly by looking at other properties. Many of the results and techniques of this paper will remain applicable, because they only refer to program transformations.
Properties of Logic-Programming Semantics

BOTTOM-UP QUERY EVALUATION
In this section we explain how to compute a normal form of the given program, called the residual program. In contrast to the last section, we no longer work on instantiated programs. However, we use the allowedness-condition to bind the variables and avoid oundering. Our approach is based on the notion of \conditional facts", as developed by Bry in Bry89, Bry90] and Dung/Kanchansut in DK89b, DK89a] (both for the non-disjunctive case). The idea is to delay the evaluation of negative body literals, and to attach them as conditions to the derived (disjunctive) facts. 
Computation of Derived Conditional Facts
The usual bottom-up xpoint computation is also possible with conditional facts: in the non-disjunctive case, one can simply store the conditions of a fact in an additional set-valued argument. Derived facts get the union of the conditions of the facts matched with the body literals (plus the corresponding instances of the negative body literals of the rule itself). This is demonstrated in the following example:
In the disjunctive case, one applies the \hyperresolution" operator by adding to every fact also a disjunctive context CL73, MR90, Bra94]. An implementation with database techniques has been suggested in BL92]. Formally, the immediate consequence operator is generalized to conditional facts as follows: Proof. The proof is the same as in the standard case. 2
So we can compute the smallest xpoint of T P as usual: we start with ? 0 := ; and then iterate ? i := T P (? i?1 ) until nothing changes. This must happen because there are only nitely many predicates and constants to build ground atoms occurring in conditional facts, and there are only nitely many subsets of all these atoms (corresponding to head and body).
The operator T P and the idea of using conditional facts already appeared in work of Dung/Kanchansut ( DK89a] ) and Bry ( Bry89, Bry90] ) for nondisjunctive programs. In HY91] a somewhat related approach (again for normal programs) was de ned: a semantics was reduced to programs containing only negative literals in their rule-bodies.
Application of Reductions
So we now have a logic program with rules of a very particular kind, namely containing no positive body literals. The next step of the proposed query evaluation algorithm is to simplify it by means of positive and negative reduction, and the elimination of nonminimal rules. This leads to the following reduction operator on sets of conditional facts (a generalization of reductions studied in Bry90]): We again iterate this operator until nothing changes. Since the total number of atoms occurring in ? is reduced in each step, this process must come to an end.
For instance, consider the program p not q: q not r: Then the rst application of R evaluates r to false, so we get p not q: q: But now R is applicable again, and deletes the rst rule (because q is obviously Although our operators T P ; R resemble to Fitting's operator P for nondisjunctive programs they are used di erently. Not only do they operate on conditional facts, they are also applied in such a way that for programs like p p we get the empty program. Therefore not p is derivable whereas Fitting's operator would leave p unde ned.
The notion of residual program now gives us a straightforward way to de ne a semantics from an implementation point of view (we just described a constructive bottom-up evaluation procedure):
De nition 3.5. (Computed Semantics). We de ne a mapping S res from logic programs to sets of pure ground disjunctions by S res (P ) := known ? res(P ) :
Of course, the so de ned semantics will turn out to be our semantics D-WFS. This is subject of Section 4. But rst let us verify that the mapping S res is indeed a semantics: I.e. the result of the reduction phase is invariant under elimination of nonminimal rules as well as positive and negative reduction.
By the way, since ? 7 ! MPN res(?), this also implies the con uence of 7 ! MPN among sets of conditional facts. For implementations it is very important to know that the reductions can in fact be performed in any sequence. We have discussed data structures for this in BD95a].
Alternative Characterization of Reduction Phase
It has been criticized that the reduction phase is not done by a standard xpoint construction, and therefore does not generalize to the in nite case. In contrast, our T P operator has all the nice properties of the standard operator, so lfp(T P ) is also de ned for programs with an in nite ground instantiation. We solve this problem by giving an alternative construction for S res and the residual program. It is based on the insight that for the reductions of our operator R we need only the positive disjunctions we know already for sure, and the atoms which are no longer possibly true. The following theorem shows that this construction is equivalent to the above de nition of the residual program and S res :
Theorem 3.1. Let P be any ( nite) logic program, and ? := lfp(T P ). Then:
S res (P ) = lfp(D ? ) and res(P ) = ?= lfp(D ? ):
MAIN RESULTS
In Section 2, we introduced a framework to de ne semantics in an abstract way as mappings from programs into semantic domains. In particular we studied elementary program transformations in this setting. In Section 3 we described a constructive bottom up procedure to compute a normal form of a program. We show in this section that both approaches are closely related. This proves that the computed semantics S res is identical to our semantics D-WFS, so we have soundness and completeness of our algorithm. However, our results go much further, because they apply to any semantics allowing certain transformations. We also show a nice relation of a subset of our transformations to minimal models and consider the possibility of \lifting" de nitions of semantics from residual programs to all programs.
Soundness of Residual Program Computation
If we only know that a semantics S allows unfolding (GPPE) and elimination of tautologies, we already can apply the rst part of our algorithm: Theorem 4.1 (Conditional Facts can be Constructed by Transformations). The set of derived conditional facts can be constructed from the ground instantiation of a program by applying only unfolding, weak unfolding, and the elimination of tautologies. I.e. ground(P ) 7 ! UWT lfp(T P ) holds for all programs P.
Since by Lemma 2.1 a semantics which allows unfolding and the elimination of tautologies automatically also allows weak unfolding, we get the following corollary:
Corollary 4.1 (Equivalence of Implied Conditional Facts). If a semantics S allows unfolding (GPPE) and the elimination of tautologies, then S(P) = S ? lfp (T P ) holds for all programs P.
In other words, if a semantics allows unfolding and the elimination of tautologies, then it also allows the transformation ground(P ) 7 ! lfp(T P ).
So under these weak conditions on the semantics, we can already apply the computation of the implied conditional facts as a preprocessing step. Afterwards, we still need some algorithm to compute the semantics, but instead of arbitrary programs, it has to handle only ground programs without positive body literals.
Of course, if the semantics S allows in addition the elimination of nonminimal rules and positive and negative reduction, then also the application of the reduction operator R does not change the semantics of the program. So we get: res(P ) by de nition of semantics. Together, this implies D-WFS(P ) S res (P ), i.e. the soundness of our algorithm. We will show the other direction \ " with Theorem 4.3. However, the above result is not only useful for showing the soundness of our computation of D-WFS. For instance, consider the stable model semantics, which also allows the above ve transformations. With the same argument, we get that the original program P and the residual program res(P ) have the same stable models.
To be precise, taking stable models is not quite a semantics in the above sense. However, we can still use Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2. So the above results are independent of the exact de nition of a semantics, it can be any mapping from logic programs into some semantic domain.
Of course, we still have to compute the stable models of the residual program. But in the residual program, most ground literals are already decided to be true or false | any element of known ? res(P ) is also a valid consequence of the stable semantics.
Only the few hard cases, the \islands of complexity" remain. For instance, if P is a non-disjunctive strati ed program, then the residual program is simply a set of facts, so known ? res(P ) is already the unique stable model (the perfect model in this case). So many queries can already be answered on the basis of the residual program. But even if we want the complete stable models, there are algorithms (like BNNS94]) which are good for treating the most general case, but seem to be ine cient for simpler cases. Such algorithms can pro t from our computation of the residual program as a preprocessing phase. In BD95a], we also proposed an algorithm for doing the remaining work in the computation of stable models (based on a disjunctive extenstion of Clark's completion).
Another application is in our prototype implementation of the STATIC semantics BDP96]: it also consists of the computation of the residual program plus an algorithm for treating the few remaining hard cases. Again, the general algorithm would be too ine cient if applied directly to the original program, but it is good enough for evaluating the few negative body literals remaining in the residual program. Also, the general algorithm is simpli ed, because it does not have to treat positive body literals or variables.
Relation to Minimal Models
For modeltheoretically de ned semantics like STABLE or STATIC, it is useful to consider the relation of our transformations to minimal models. The following interesting characterization also stresses again the importance of our transformations. We will show that a semantics allows unfolding (GPPE), the elimination of tautologies, and the elimination of nonminimal rules if and only if it looks exactly at the minimal models of the programs, and not at the syntax of the programs. I.e. we require that S(P 1 ) = S(P 2 ) for all programs P 1 and P 2 having the same minimal models. To be precise, let us rst de ne what we mean by a minimal model: With the above notion of a model, we get the following useful semantical description of the set of derived conditional facts:
Lemma 4.1. For every program P, the operator T P is correct and complete:
1. Every conditional fact contained in lfp(T P ) is a logical consequence of P.
2. lfp(T P ) contains all conditional facts A not C, which are logical consequences of P and which are minimal (where \minimal" means that there is no A 0 not C 0 , which is also a logical consequence and satis es A 0 A and C 0 C, where at least one \ " is proper).
Now the transformations unfolding (GPPE), elimination of tautologies and elimination of nonminimal rules do not change the set of minimal models. This is trivial for the elimination of tautologies and nonminimal rules, because they are logical equivalence transformations, i.e. they do not change the set of models.
Lemma 4.2. Let P 1 7 ! U P 2 . Then P 1 and P 2 have the same minimal models.
This gives us the direction: if S(P 1 ) = S(P 2 ) for all programs P 1 and P 2 having the same minimal models, then S allows these three transformations.
The other direction is proven by showing that for every pair of distinct ground programs P 1 and P 2 , which are irreducible with respect to these transformations, there is an interpretation I which is a minimal model of one of the two programs, but not of the other. S(P 1 ) = S(P 2 ) for all programs P 1 and P 2 which have the same set of minimal models. In addition, also the con uence of the rewriting system consisting of unfolding, weak unfolding, elimination of tautologies and elimination of nonminimal rules follows immediately from the following facts:
1. These transformations do not change the set of minimal models.
2. The rewriting system is terminating: from every ground program P, we get an irreducible program P 0 by rst computing the set of implied conditional facts (see Theorem 4.1) and then applying the elimination of nonminimal rules as long as possible.
3. Di erent irreducible programs have di erent sets of minimal models.
So from every ground program P, it is always possible to reach an irreducible program by applying these transformations, but it is not possible to get to two di erent irreducible programs. Questions of con uence and termination have been further investigated in BD98a].
Semantics De ned on the Residual Program
Now let us return to the computation of D-WFS, which is much simpler than STA-BLE or STATIC, because it can be directly answered from the residual program.
The completeness of our algorithm is still missing, i.e. D-WFS(P ) S res (P ). In order to prove it, we need the following theorem which is interesting in itself: P 1 7 ! all P 2 =) res(P 1 ) = res(P 2 ):
I.e. the residual program is invariant under the elementary program transformations considered in this paper. This has the following astonishing corollary:
Corollary 4.4 (Guaranteed Properties). Let S satisfy S(P) = S ? res(P ) for all P.
Then S allows unfolding (GPPE), the elimination of tautologies and of nonminimal rules, as well as positive and negative reduction.
Proof. Let P 1 7 ! all P 2 . Then S(P 1 ) = S ? res(P 1 ) = S ? res(P 2 ) = S(P 2 ). 2
This means that when we de ne a semantics only for residual programs, and extend it to arbitrary programs via S(P) := S ? res(P ) , then S will automatically satisfy all our properties. Of course, we have to ensure that the so de ned mapping S is really a semantics. For our notion of semantics, this is simple. But for a modeltheoretic notion of a semantics, it is important to note that not all models of res(P ) are also models of P. Supported models of res(P ), however, are also models of P. The same holds for the normal models de ned below (see Lemma 4.3). We do not know yet a necessary and su cient condition for the models of res(P ) to be also models of P (resp. every program with the given residual program).
Example 4.1. Consider the following P: p q: q _ r: Here, res(P ) = fp _ r; q _ rg. Now I := fq; rg is a Herbrand model of res(P ) with I 6 j = P. 2 From Corollary 4.4 it follows immediately that our semantics S res has the required properties. Since D-WFS is the weakest semantics with these properties, we get D-WFS(P ) S res (P ). This is the missing completeness, so together we have D-WFS(P ) = S res (P ), in other words: 
Closure under Logical Consequences
We still have to prove that D-WFS is closed under logical consequences. In order to do this, it will be useful to have some restrictions on models of the residual program which ensure that they will be also models of the original program. We already mentioned that this holds for supported models. Lemma 4.3. If I is a normal model of res(P ), it is also a normal model of P.
Theorem 4.4 (Closure under Logical Consequences). For every program P and pure ground disjunction Q:
Of course, implication j is meant here with respect to the above notion of a model (which treats A and not A as unrelated). However, the interpretations constructed in the proof are at least consistent.
Cumulativity for res(P )
In this section we are showing a very interesting property of our residual program, which has nice computational implications for computing stable models. Namely if a disjunction A 1 _ : : : _ A n follows from D-WFS(P), then the stable models of P and of P fA 1 _ : : : _ A n g are identical.
This makes it possible to use D-WFS as a rst step in the computation of stable models, namely by adding to P the disjunctions true in D-WFS(P). The former property has been rst noticed for the non-disjunctive case by Schlipf (see Dix95b, Theorem 3.7]). In particular, for the non-disjunctive case this means that it always pays o to rst compute the wellfounded semantics (which can be done in polynomial time, as opposed to computing stable models, which is one level higher in the polynomial hierarchy) and to use the results to simplify the program. In fact, this is one of the main techniques employed in NS96] which is currently the fastest method to compute stable models (see also DFN98]). The proof is obvious from the de nition of lfp(T P ). Using the lemma above, we have lfp(T P ) = lfp(T P fA not Cg ):
Therefore res(P ) = res(P fA not Cg) = R ! (lfp(T P fA not Cg )):
But since R(lfp(T P fA not Cg )) = R(lfp(T P fA g ))
we have R ! (lfp(T P fA not Cg )) = R ! (lfp(T P fA g )) = res(P A): 2
Since the residual program is a sound transformation for the disjunctive stable models semantics, we get a generalization of a theorem of Schlipf 
Theorem 4.5. (Restricted Cumulativity for STABLE) Let A be contained in the semantics of D-WFS(P ). Then the programs P and P fAg have identical stable models. Note that strengthening the assumption \A contained in D-WFS(P )" to \A contained in STABLE(P )" is not possible: this would be exactly the cumulativity condition which does not hold for STABLE( Dix95a]).
COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES
In this section, we compare our semantics D-WFS to the standard well-founded semantics for non-disjunctive programs (Subsection 5.1), to the disjunctive stable model semantics (Subsection 5.2), to the static semantics (Subsection 5.3), and to the GCWA (de ned for positive disjunctive programs) (Subsection 5.4). Note that the D-WFS semantics is de ned (via grounding) for arbitrary programs. The restriction to allowed Datalog programs applies only to the procedural part. It turns out that 1. D-WFS agrees with WFS and GCWA on the restricted classes of programs for which these semantics are de ned.
2. D-WFS is strictly weaker than both the disjunctive stable semantics and the static semantics. This means that D-WFS at least does not allow to derive any unsensible conclusions.
From the fact that D-WFS generalizes the well-founded semantics, we can also conclude a nice characterization of the standard well-founded semantics. We believe that this characterization is an important contribution of this paper. Furthermore, it gives us a very simple algorithm to compute the well-founded model via the residual program. The computational implications are considered further in Section 6.
Relation to Well-Founded Semantics
First, it is important to note again that the well-founded semantics really allows all of our transformations:
Theorem 5.1 (WFS allows our Transformations). For non-disjunctive ground programs P 1 and P 2 , if P 1 7 ! all P 2 , then P 1 and P 2 have the same well-founded model. Some of these properties have already been proven in the literature, in particular unfolding has been considered in several papers, see AD95]. However, we get the possibility of unfolding here immediately from Theorem 4.2, so it is worth mentioning.
Once we know that the WFS has our properties, Corollary 4.3 tells us that the well-founded model of the residual program is equal to the well-founded model of the original program. This result is already known AD95], but again, we get it immediately in our framework. For residual programs, due to their very simple structure, it is easy to prove that our D-WFS agrees with the standard well-founded semantics. So our semantics D-WFS is indeed a generalization of the well-founded semantics to disjunctive programs. 
Relation to Disjunctive Stable Semantics
The stable model semantics is also invariant under our transformations:
Theorem 5.3 (STABLE allows our Transformations). For all ground programs P 1 and P 2 , if P 1 7 ! all P 2 , then P 1 and P 2 have the same set of stable models.
The stable semantics is in fact a modeltheoretic semantics, which selects some models of the given program, and not directly determines a set of implied pure ground disjunctions. But it can be turned into a semantics as de ned in Section 2: Q 2 STABLE(P ) :() I j = Q for all stable models I of Q:
Since we know that the stable semantics allows our transformations and we have de ned D-WFS as the weakest semantics allowing these transformations, it immediately follows that D-WFS is weaker than (or equal to) STABLE. We can also say that D-WFS is an approximation of STABLE: all consequences of D-WFS are also consequences of STABLE, but STABLE might allow to conclude more (and this is indeed the case, see below): Corollary 5.3 (D-WFS is weaker than STABLE). Let P be any (disjunctive) logic program. If Q 2 D-WFS(P ), then Q holds in all stable models of P. (And if P is strati ed, these are exactly the perfect models.) The following example shows that D-WFS is indeed strictly weaker than STA-BLE, even for strati ed disjunctive programs:
Example 5.1. D-WFS is weaker than PERFECT]. Consider the following strati ed disjunctive logic program due to Ross: p _ q: r not p: r not q: Here his S-WFS 3 as well as our semantics D-WFS leave r unde ned, because p and q are unde ned. In contrast, the perfect model semantics allows to conclude r, which is required for any semantics having a really exclusive or.
However, it depends on the application whether one really wants to conclude notr or not. In a similar example due to Przymusinski, p means \go to Australia", q means \go to Europe", and r means \cancel reservation". Here, one can cancel the reservation only after the decision about the journey. 2
A direct comparison with the perfect model semantics for disjunctive programs is not possible, because unfolding can destroy a strati cation in the case of disjunctive programs. For non-disjunctive programs, this obviously cannot happen. p q: p not q: q _ r: It has two perfect (Herbrand) models, namely I 1 := fp; qg and I 2 := fp; rg. 3 The strong well-founded model introduced in Ros89] at rst looked very similar to our D-WFS. However, it can have a strange behaviour as demonstrated by the example P = fp _ q r; p _ r; r pg. Here the strong well-founded model contains not p. This is derivable neither by the GCWA nor by the perfect model semantics and is also a counterexample to Theorem 5.2 in Ros89]. This example furthermore shows that unfolding is not possible in S-WFS. We tried to slightly modify the de nition of S-WFS in order to avoid this counterexample (by removing to asymmetry between the deduction rules S1 and S2 in Ros89]), but the modi ed semantics nevertheless does not allow unfolding.
But now consider what happens if we apply GPPE to the body literal q in the rst rule: p _ r:
This logic program is not strati ed. If we nevertheless naively try to apply the de nition of the perfect model, we nd that this program has no perfect model.
The stable model semantics does not have these problems, I 1 and I 2 are the two stable models of the rst as well as the second program. 2
Relation to Static Semantics
Przymusinki's static semantics Prz95] is de ned for arbitrary theories in the autoepistemic logic of beliefs (AEB). This is a much larger class than the class of disjunctive logic programs. However, we conjectured for quite some time that the static semantics would be equivalent to our D-WFS on the restricted domain of disjunctive logic programs and pure ground disjunctions as consequences (with each negative literal not A translated to B(:A)). For instance, the static semantics never directly assumes a disjunction of belief literals | B(:p)_B(:q) follows from a disjunctive logic program under the static semantics if and only if already B(:p) or B(:q) follows by itself. In this way, the static semantics behaves very similarly to our D-WFS. Of course, in more general belief theories it is possible to express the exclusive or in the form B(:p _ :q).
But even for the restricted class of belief theories and queries corresponding to disjunctive logic programs it turned out that D-WFS is strictly weaker than the static semantics (the failure of our conjecture was rst noted by Przymusinski However, the static semantics allows our transformations (if the possible consequences are restricted to pure positive and pure negative disjunctions, see above). So D-WFS can at least be seen as an approximation of the static semantics: if Q 2 D-WFS(P ), then Q is also contained in the least static expansion of P. The relation to the static semantics is more throughly investigated in BDNP98].
Relation to GCWA
The generalized closed world assumption GCWA Min82] is de ned only for positive programs (disjunctive programs without negative body literals). Again, for our transformations this is no problem, because if they are applied in the \forward direction", they never introduce new negative literals. It is easy to see that the GCWA allows all our transformations: as the GCWA looks only at minimal models, it satis es unfolding, elimination of tautologies and elimination of nonminimal rules by Theorem 4.2. Positive and negative reduction are trivially satis ed, because they are never applicable for positive programs. By Corollary 4.3, this means that GCWA(P ) = GCWA ? res(P ) , where res(P ) is a set of minimal positive disjunctions. It is easy to see that GCWA in this case agrees with D-WFS:
Theorem 5.4 (D-WFS extends GCWA). Let P be a positive program and Q be a negative ground literal. Then we have Q 2 D-WFS(P ) () Q 2 GCWA(P ):
Why do we require Q being a negative literal and not an arbitrary pure disjunction?
The original de nition of GCWA in Min82] only declares a set of certain negative literals to be derivable. The set of derivable positive disjunctions is taken as those that are true in all minimal models (see Section 4.2) Therefore our theorem remains true if Q is any positive ground disjunction.
Can we also compute negative pure disjunctions other than just negative literals?
For example it makes sense to derive not p _ not q from the program p _ q because not p_notq holds in all minimal models. In fact, this is called the EGCWA GPP88].
Although we do not follow this idea here, it is quite simple to use the residual program for computing EGCWA. We just declare all those not A 1 _ : : : _ not A n to be derivable, such that A 1 _ : : : _ A n is subsumed by a clause in res(P ). As it is the case for the original reduction operator R, the total number of atoms occurring in ? is reduced in each step so that the whole process must come to an end after nitely many steps. So this is only an operational de nition of WD-WFS. It might seem at rst that WD-WFS can be characterized as the weakest semantics which allows unfolding, elimination of tautologies, and positive and negative reduction. However, it turns out that WD-WFS as well as WGCWA do not allow the elimination of tautologies: p _ q p: p:
Here the rst rule is a tautology, but it is important for WD-WFS and WGCWA, because it blocks the assumption of the negation not q.
The elimination of tautologies is used to show the equivalence of lfp(T P ) to the original program, so Corollary 4.1 is not applicable to the WGCWA. However, it is easy to show directly WGCWA(P ) = WGCWA ? lfp(T P ) . Since the reduction operator does nothing for positive programs, we get immediately:
Theorem 5.5 (WD-WFS extends WGCWA). Let P be a positive program and Q be a positive ground disjunction or negative ground literal. Then we have Q 2 WD-WFS(P ) () Q 2 WGCWA(P ).
WD-WFS also agrees with the well-founded semantics on non-disjunctive programs. This shows, that in order to compute the well-founded model, it is not necessary to eliminate nonminimal rules.
Corollary 5.4 (Computation of WFS). Let P be any non-disjunctive program.
1. For every positive ground literal A:
A 2 WFS(P ) () (A true) 2 w-res(P ):
2. For every negative ground literal not A:
not A 2 WFS(P ) () A 6 2 heads ? w-res(P ) :
Let 7 !:= 7 ! U 7 ! T 7 ! P 7 ! N . From Theorem 4.1 and De nition 1 it immediately follows that P 7 ! w-res(P ) for every ground program P. However, this rewriting system does not have the nice con uence property: from the program p p^not q: p:
we can get to the two irreducible programs P 1 = fpg and P 2 = fp; p not qg (and P 2 would be the weak residual program).
COMPUTATIONAL PROPERTIES
In this section, we will make a few short comments on the computational aspects of our approach. We have investigated the computation of the residual program in more detail in BD95a] for disjunctive programs and in Bra96] for non-disjunctive programs.
It seems that every query evaluation algorithm which is able to handle nonstrati ed programs has to delay negative ground literals under certain conditions. For instance, this is done in CW93, CSW95, CW95, CW96]. We believe that it is an important feature of our approach that such delaying and the whole computation can be understood on the source code level. Of course, specialized data structures can be useful for improving the e ciency, but they are not necessary for understanding the correctness of the method.
Our algorithm has a strong relation to the classical alternating xpoint procedure, which was used in KSS91] for bottom-up computation of the (non-disjunctive) WFS. More precisely, they restrict the conditional facts to the head literal and a one bit indication whether there is a non-trivial body or not. This is done by managing two versions of every predicate: the certainly true facts and the possibly true facts. Of course, this is a loss of information, but it can be compensated by recomputing the conditional facts for every step of the reduction phase. In KSS91], also the optimization is used that they start with the computation of certainly true facts, and then the rst computation of the possibly true facts can be combined already with the rst reduction.
Even for non-disjunctive programs, there can be exponentially many derivable conditional facts in some rare circumstances. Since it is known that the WFS can be computed in polynomial time, it is not acceptable to compute the complete residual program rst. However, if the residual program is only used as an intermediate step for computing stable models, the possible exponential growth is not a big problem, since already for non-disjunctive programs, the stable semantics is NP-complete. A solution for avoiding the exponential growth, invented by Chen and Warren for their SLG-resolution CW93, CSW95, CW95, CW96], is to delay not only negative literals, but also positive literals which depend on already delayed negative literals. This idea has been adapted to our approach, and a practical algorithm for computing the well-founded model of non-disjunctive programs has been presented in BZF97, ZBF97] . The algorithm consists in applying our transformations positive and negative Reduction, Success, Failure, and a Loop-detection rule (which is a special case of GPPE). All these transformations are of linear complexity and the corresponding algorithm is provably better than van Gelder's alternating xpoint operator. We consider it as an interesting result that our framework also lead us to such an e cient algorithm.
It is interesting that positive and negative reduction and the corresponding operators for the evaluation of delayed positive body literals in trivial cases (\success" and \failure") exactly correspond to the least xpoint of Fitting's P operator (see Theorem 2.3) used in some implementations of the WFS SNV95, NS96]. It must be noted, however, that delaying positive literals leads to the problem of positive loops, and current solutions are neither elegant nor very e cient. In the approach presented here, this problem simply does not occur.
An important optimization of our approach is to interleave the computation of derived conditional facts with the reductions. If we know already that a ground atom A is true, it is not necessary to derive a conditional fact containing not A. If we know already that A is false, we can immediately evaluate not A to true, i.e. it is not necessary to delay the body literal. The number of ground atoms we know already to be true or false can be improved by ordering the computation according to the predicate dependencies. It is possible to compute the residual program locally for every strongly connected component of the program. For instance, for nondisjunctive strati ed programs, it is never necessary to actually delay any negative body literal (as in the standard approach). It follows from our con uence results that optimizations changing the order of the application of the transformations are possible.
Finally, as for any bottom-up algorithm, we need some variant of the magicset rewriting technique to make it goal-directed. For non-disjunctive programs this should not be very di cult, for disjunctive programs this is currently under research. However, it depends on the semantics whether such a transformation is at all possible. For instance, the STABLE semantics violates the \relevance" property ( DM94b, BD97]), so in general, a goal-directed computation is not possible.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a general approach to de ne semantics for disjunctive logic programs simply by postulating some properties. Although we applied this framework to a particular set of transformations, our method is not restricted to these: we can also handle comp 3 , WFS C , STABLE and WGCWA (see Subsection 2.4). In DO97b, DO97a, ADO97] still more transformation-rules are investigated.
The resulting semantics D-WFS turned out to be interesting, because it extends WFS and GCWA, and because of its strong relation to Przymusinski's static semantics, and the similarity to Ross's S-WFS. Furthermore, D-WFS is weaker than the disjunctive stable model semantics, so it gives no unsensible conclusions.
Besides the abstract de nition of our semantics, we were also able to develop a bottom-up query evaluation algorithm for it. It is important to note that although our de nition of Partial Evaluation was given on instantiated programs, our bottomup procedure works on non-ground programs. Our computation of the residual program uses only the given semantical properties and can also be used for other semantics having these properties (e.g. the disjunctive stable semantics and the static semantics).
In fact, we proved that the validity of this computation is equivalent to the given semantical properties, which is an astonishing result: it was not clear from the beginning, that a particular bottom-up procedure can be linked to a set of declarative transformation rules.
Our approach is based on the notion of conditional facts, developed independently by Bry and Dung/Kanchansut. The delaying of negative body literals is also implicit in many query evaluation algorithms. It is nice that we can do this on the level of programs, and not on the level of implementational data-structures: we believe that such an approach greatly enhances the general understanding of the algorithms. Once the details are hidden in low-level data-structures, a real understanding is much more di cult.
As a byproduct of our approach, we have a characterization of the standard WFS as the weakest semantics allowing unfolding (GPPE), elimination of tautologies, and positive and negative reduction. Similar results hold for GCWA, STABLE, WFS C and comp 3 . In fact, suitable subsets of our transformations can be applied directly to programs to compute a residual program in a very e cient way (for WFS and comp 3 ). Queries can then be answered immediately from the residual program by using the identity in De nition 5. The underlying reason for this is the con uence of these calculi: a topic which is not investigated in this article (see BD98a]).
A simple prototype of our approach is available 4 . Of course, the algorithm can be further optimized, this is subject of our future research. We are also interested to apply this framework to other semantics, and have already some results for the disjunctive stable semantics ( BD95a]).
Last but not least we thank the anonymous referees for valuable comments and useful hints.
A. PROOFS OF THEOREMS FROM SECTION 3
Lemma 3.2. The mapping S res satis es the conditions of a semantics.
Proof.
1. Because of the allowedness, the variables are completely instantiated in the computation of conditional facts. So the same conditional facts are computed based on P and on ground(P ). Therefore, the input to the second phase of the computation is the same, so the resulting residual program is also identical.
2. The possibility of right weakening is obvious from the de nition.
3. Let A true be in P. Then it is also contained in lfp(T P ) and the only reason why it might not be in the resulting residual program is that there is a disjunctive fact A 0 true in the residual program with A 0 A. In both cases we get A 2 S res (P ). 4. Let A be a -ground atom with A 6 2 heads(P ). The derived disjunctive facts can contain only head literals already present in P, so A 6 2 heads ? lfp(T P ) . The reduction operations also introduce no new head literals, and we get A 6 2 heads ? res(P ) . But this means that not A 2 S res (P ). 2 I.e. the result of the reduction phase is invariant under elimination of nonminimal rules as well as positive and negative reduction.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of applications n of the operator R to compute res(?). However, we need to prove a slightly stronger induction hypothesis, namely in addition to res(?) = res(? 0 ) we also prove that ? 0 never needs more reduction steps than ?. Our goal is to show that it is possible to reach lfp(T P ) from P by a series of unfolding, weak unfolding and \elimination of tautology"-steps. The proof would be much simpler if we did not care about nonminimal conditional facts. However, since this restriction is not needed, and there are semantics, for which nonminimal rules are relevant, we prove the stronger and more elegant result. Let us rst look at some examples to illustrate the problems:
Example B.1. We once hoped that if P 0 results from P by unfolding, then lfp(T P ) = lfp(T P 0 ). This, however, does not hold. Let P be:
p _ q r:
r q: q _ r: For this program, we get lfp(T P ) = fq _ r; p _ q; r; p _ rg. Now if we unfold r in the rst rule, we replace this rule by p _: p _ q: Note that p _is a tautology, and in fact, this tautology is the source of the problem: with it we can derive p _ q _ r which is not in lfp(T P ). 2 Example B.2. In the above example, it would have been possible to simply eliminate the tautology before further unfolding steps in order to avoid the derivation of the critical conditional fact. But this is not always correct, because if the program P itself contains a tautology, e.g. p _: q _ r: then we of course have to apply the tautology to get the conditional fact p _ q _ r If the added rule is not a tautology, then lfp(T P 0 ) lfp(T P ).
Proof. To simplify the notation, we consider only the case without C; C 0 . This is no real restriction, since negative body literals can be moved into the heads if they are distinguished by making their predicate symbols disjoint from the positive head-and body-literals. A 0 j ? fB 0 j g :
Now we have to distinguish several cases to show that this conditional fact is also derivable in P. Each case lls a hole in the preceding case. Then lfp(T P 0 ) lfp(T P ). Proof. This is trivial: if something is derivable using the new rule, then we can also use the old rule with the conditional fact. 2 Theorem 4.1 (Conditional Facts can be Constructed by Transformations). The set of derived conditional facts can be constructed from the ground instantiation of a program by applying only unfolding, weak unfolding, and the elimination of tautologies. I.e. ground(P ) 7 ! UWT lfp(T P ) holds for all programs P.
Proof. We have to construct lfp(T P ) from the ground instantiation of P by using only unfolding, weak unfolding, and elimination of tautologies. Note that ground(P ) is nite because of our restrictions on . 1. First, we apply weak unfolding until nothing changes. However, directly after every application of weak unfolding, we delete every newly generated tautology, which did not result from applying a conditional fact. Therefore, the added rules do not increase the set of derivable conditional facts by Lemma B.1 and Lemma B.2. This means in particular that all generated conditional facts are contained in lfp(T P ).
On the other hand, every conditional fact in lfp(T P ) is generated: for in- Next, we apply GPPE to B 2 in this rule, and insert A 2 not C 2 . And so on. 2. Second, we delete all rules which still have positive body literals by applying unfolding. In order to do this, we rst delete all tautologies (we also delete immediately any tautology which is later generated). Since there are no tautologies, unfolding some positive body literal generates only rules without this body literal. And once this body literal has vanished from all rules in the program, it can never be introduced again by unfolding. Therefore, all occurring positive body literals can be eliminated one after the other. Note also that no rules are created which are not already contained in the program due to the rst phase. Therefore, the set of conditional facts does not increase, and after all other rules are eliminated, lfp(T P ) remains. 2 5. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1, LEMMA 4.2, AND THEOREM 4.2
Lemma 4.1. For every program P, the operator T P is correct and complete in the following sense:
1. Every conditional fact contained in lfp(T P ) is a logical consequence of P (here again, P is viewed as a classical theory).
2. lfp(T P ) contains all conditional facts A not C, which are logical consequences of P and which are minimal (where \minimal" means that there is no A 0 not C 0 , which is also a logical consequence and satis es A 0 A and C 0 C, where at least one \ " is proper). Lemma 4.2. Let P 1 7 ! U P 2 . Then P 1 and P 2 have the same minimal models. Proof. So let P 1 7 ! U P 2 and suppose that unfolding was applied to the atom B in the rule A ? B fBg not C.
In order to show that P 1 and P 2 have the same minimal models, we rst show that a minimal model of P 1 is also a model of P 2 and vice versa:
Let I be a model of P 1 (we do not need the minimality in this direction).
Since the combined rules are logical consequences of the old rules, I is also a model of P 2 . Let now I be a minimal model of P 2 . The only rule of P 1 which is not also contained in P 2 (and thus could be possibly violated) is A ? B fBg not C. Suppose that I would violate this rule. Then every body literal including B would be true in I and every head literal would be false. Consider the interpretation I 0 with I 0 6 j = B, but which otherwise agrees with I. Since I is a minimal model of P 2 and I 0 is smaller, I 0 cannot be a model of P 2 . Since I 0 di ers only in the truth value of B from the model I of P 2 , it must violate a rule with B in the head (remember that our models assign independent truth values to positive and negative literals, so the truth value of not B is the same in I and I 0 ). This rule must already be contained in P 1 (if it were one of the rules resulting from the unfolding step, we had B 2 A, contradicting the assumption that I violates the unfolded rule). So the rule which I 0 violates is one of the rules about B in P 1 , say A 0 B 0^n ot C 0 . This means that B 0^n ot C 0 is true in I 0 and thus in I. Furthermore This is impossible, since I was assumed to be a model of P 2 . Now we show that the minimal models agree. We only show the direction that a minimal model of P 1 is also a minimal model of P 2 . The other direction is completely analogous with P 1 and P 2 interchanged.
Let I be a minimal model of P 1 . We have shown above that it is a model of P 2 . If there were a smaller model I 0 of P 2 , there would also be a minimal model I 00 of P 2 smaller than (or equal to) I 0 and thus smaller than I. But as shown above, I 00 would be a model of P 1 , contradicting the assumed minimality of I. 2 Lemma E.1. Let P 1 and P 2 be distinct ground programs which are both irreducible with respect to unfolding and elimination of nonminimal rules. Then there is an interpretation which is a minimal model of one of these programs, but not of the other.
Proof. Since unfolding is not applicable to P 1 and P 2 , they cannot contain rules with positive body literals. So P 1 and P 2 consist only of conditional facts. Since the programs are distinct, there must be a conditional fact A not C, which is contained only in one program, but not in the other. It is possible to choose A notC such that the other program does also not contain a conditional fact A 0 not C 0 with A 0 A and C 0 C (if there were such a A 0 not C 0 , we would use it as the distinguishing conditional fact: the rst program cannot contain A 00 not C 00 with A 00 A 0 and C 00 C 0 since then A 00 A and C 00 C contradicting the irreducibility with respect to the elimination of nonminimal rules.).
Without loss of generality let us assume that P 1 contains A not C, and P 2 does not contain any conditional fact A 0 not C 0 with A 0 A and C 0 C. Then let I be the interpretation which not C true, all other negative literals false, and A false, and all other positive literals true. Obviously, I is a model of P 2 : if a conditional fact A 0 not C 0 in P 2 were violated, it would satisfy A 0 A and C 0 C, but such conditional facts do not occur in P 2 . Now let I 0 be a minimal model of P 2 smaller than (or equal to) I. But S(P 1 ) = S(P 2 ) for all programs P 1 and P 2 which have the same set of minimal models.
1. Let S be a semantics which allows unfolding, elimination of tautologies and elimination of nonminimal rules. Further let P 1 and P 2 be any logic programs which have the same set of minimal models. For i = 1; 2, let ? i := lfp(T Pi ) and ? 0 i result from ? i by elimination of all nonminimal rules.
Then ground(P i ) 7 ! mmod ? 0 i by Theorem 4.1. Since minimal models are not changed by unfolding (Lemma 4.2), elimination of tautologies and elimination of nonminimal rules, ? 0 1 has the same minimal models as P 1 , and ? 0 2 has the same minimal models as P 2 . But since P 1 and P 2 agree in their minimal models, so do ? 0 1 and ? 0 2 . But then Lemma E.1 tells us that ? 0 1 = ? 0 2 . Since S also allows 7 ! mmod , we get S(P 1 ) = S(? 0 1 ) = S(? 0 2 ) = S(P 2 ). 2. Suppose that S looks only at the minimal models of the programs. Then it obviously allows unfolding, elimination of tautologies, and elimination of nonminimal rules because these transformations do not change the set of minimal models of a program: for unfolding, this was proven in Lemma 4.2. The other transformations are equivalence transformations, which do not change the models at all. 2 F. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3 Lemma F.1. Let P 1 and P 2 be ground logic programs with P 1 7 ! mmod P 2 (i.e. P 2 results from unfolding, weak unfolding, elimination of tautologies or elimination of nonminimal rules). Then res(P 1 ) = res(P 2 ).
Proof. Let ? 1 be the conditional facts derivable from P 1 , i.e. ? 1 := lfp(T P1 ), and ? 2 be those derivable from P 2 . In the case of unfolding, Lemma 4.2 tells us that P 1 and P 2 have the same minimal models. The other transformations 7 ! W , 7 ! T , 7 ! M are equivalence transformations and do not change the models at all. Then, by P 1 7 ! all P 2 =) res(P 1 ) = res(P 2 ):
I.e. the residual program is invariant under the elementary program transformations considered in this paper.
Proof. Lemma F.1 contains the proof for 7 ! U , 7 ! W , 7 ! T , and 7 ! M . So only positive and negative Reduction are missing. Let P 1 7 ! N P 2 or P 1 7 ! P P 2 . Further, let ? 1 = lfp(T P1 ) and ? 2 = lfp(T P2 ). We show that then ? 1 7 ! N ? 2 resp. ? 1 7 ! P ? 2 .
The intuitive reason is that negative body literals are attached to every conditional fact which is derived using the rule directly or indirectly. So instead of evaluating it to true or false before the derivation of implied conditional facts, we can also evaluate it later in every resulting conditional fact.
1. Let P 1 7 ! N P 2 and let A B^not C be the rule deleted because there is a disjunctive fact A 0 true in P 1 with A 0 A. It is easy to show by induction on the number i of derivation steps that every conditional fact A 00 not C 00 in T P1 " i ? T P2 " i also satis es A 0 C 00 . On the other hand, we obviously have T P2 " i T P1 " i. Therefore ? 1 7 ! N ? 2 . 2. Let P 1 7 ! P P 2 and let not C be the negative literal evaluated to true. It is easy to show by induction on the number i of derivation steps that for every conditional fact A 1 not C 1 in T P1 " i, either A 1 not C 1 or A 1 not ? C 1 ? fCg or both appear in T P2 " i. Vice versa, for every conditional fact A 2 not C 2 in T P2 " i, either itself or A 2 not ? C 2 fCg or both appear in T P1 " i. Therefore ? 1 7 ! P ? 2 . Now Lemma 3.3 yields res(? 1 ) = res(? 2 ), and therefore res(P 1 ) = res(P 2 ). 2 G. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3 AND THEOREM 4.4 Lemma 4.3. If I is a normal model of res(P ), it is also a normal model of P.
Proof. We show that for all ground programs P 1 7 ! all P 2 and consistent interpretations I, if I is a normal model of P 2 then it is also a normal model of P 1 .
1. Elimination of tautologies and elimination of nonminimal rules and weak unfolding do not change the set of models, and unfolding does not change the set of minimal models by Lemma 4.2. Furthermore, these transformations never introduce new head literals, so the condition that atoms not occurring in the head must be interpreted as false can only become stronger (thus, if it is satis ed for P 2 , it is automatically satis ed for P 1 ). Finally, disjunctive facts are only deleted if there still is a stronger disjunctive fact.
2. Now let us consider positive reduction and let not C be the negative body literal deleted from the rule A B^not C. Positive reduction makes the rule stronger, so I is certainly a model of P 1 . Since C does not occur in any rule head in P 1 , we also have C 6 2 heads(P 2 ) and thus I j = not C. But then, if there were a smaller model I 0 of P 1 , it would also satisfy I 0 j = not C, and thus it would also be a model of P 2 contradicting the assumed minmimality of I.
As the above transformations, positive reduction can make the additional restrictions on the interpretation of negative literals only stronger.
3. Finally, suppose that P 2 results form negative reduction and let A B^notC be the rule deleted because there was a disjunctive fact A 0 true in P 1 with A 0 C. Since I is a normal model of P 2 , and A 0 C is also contained in P 2 , we know that I must make the negation of one of the atoms in A 0 false, and thus I is automatically a model of P 1 . Furthermore, since P 2 P 1 , any smaller model of P 1 would also be a model of P 2 contradicting the minimality of I. Finally, by removing a rule (with non-empty body), the additional restrictions can only become stronger.
By Corollary 4.2, we have ground(P ) 7 ! all res(P ). Thus, we can show by induction on the length of the derivation that I is also a normal model of ground(P ) (and thus P), where the above result is the inductive step. 2 Theorem 4.4 (Closure under Logical Consequences). For every program P and pure ground disjunction Q: P D-WFS(P )`Q =) Q 2 D-WFS(P ): Proof. We show that if Q 6 2 D-WFS(P ), then P D-WFS(P ) 6 Q. We do this by constructing a normal model I of res(P ) with I 6 j = Q. Obviously, I 0 is a model of res(P ). Let I be a minimal model of res(P ) which is smaller than (or equal to) I. Then Since all negative body literals are false in this interpretation, and query is not subsumed by a disjunctive fact, this interpretation is obviously a model of res(P ). Let I be again a smaller minimal model of res(P ). Since already I 0 6 j = Q, of course also I 6 j = Q. By construction, it is also clear that I is a normal model of res(P ), and thus a model of P. Furthermore, it obviously satis es D-WFS(P ). 2
H. PROOF OF THEOREMS FROM SECTION 5
Theorem 5.1 (WFS allows our Transformations). For non-disjunctive ground programs P 1 and P 2 , if P 1 7 ! all P 2 , then P 1 and P 2 have the same well-founded model.
1. The alternating xpoint construction of the well-founded model VG89], immediately shows that the well-founded semantics has the property that it looks only at the minimal models and not at the syntax of the rules (each application of the fundamental S P -operator in VG89] constructs one minimal model for a speci c interpretation of the negative literals). So Theorem 4.2 becomes applicable and shows that WFS allows unfolding, elimination of tautologies, and elimination of nonminimal rules (plus weak unfolding by Lemma 2.1). 2. Let us show that the well-founded semantics allows positive reduction. Let P 1 7 ! P P 2 and let not C be the negative literal evaluated to true because C appears in no rule head. Note that for any interpretation I satisfying I j = not C, we have:
I is a minimal model of P 1 () I is a minimal model of P 2 :
We prove that any set of negative ground literals I ? , such that the minimal model of P 1 with this interpretation of the negative literals is consistent, satis es the following:
I ? is a xpoint of A P1 () I ? is a xpoint of A P2 , where A is the alternating xpoint operator de ned in VG89]. Of course, this implies that the least xpoints agree (the consistency requirement is known to hold for the least xpoint, i.e. the well-founded model).
So suppose that I ? is a xpoint of A P1 . Since C does not appear in any rule head, already the rst iteration of A P1 makes not C true, so it is certainly contained in I ? . But for such interpretations of the negative literals, P 1 and P 2 have identical minimal models. Therefore, S P1 (I ? ) = S P2 (I ? ). By the consistency requirement, S P1 (I ? ) does not contain C, so the minimal models considered in the next application of S P1 and S P2 are again identical. Thus, A P2 (I ? ) = A P1 (I ? ) = I ? , i.e. I ? is also a xpoint of A P2 . The opposite direction, \I ? is a xpoint of A P2 =) I ? is a xpoint of A P1 ", is shown analogously.
3. The proof for negative reduction is very similar. Note that negative reduction is simpler in the non-disjunctive case than in the general case, since it su ces to consider a single negative literal not C. Again, minimal models agree if they only interpret the not C as false. 2 Theorem 5.2 (D-WFS extends WFS). Let P be a non-disjunctive program and Q be a (positive or negative) ground literal. Then we have: Q 2 D-WFS(P ) () Q 2 WFS(P ):
Proof. Since the WFS allows our transformations (Theorem 5.1), we can conclude from Corollary 4.3 that the well-founded model of the residual program is equal to the well-founded model of the original program (for this result see also AD95]). Note that our transformations never introduce new disjunctions, so it is no problem that WFS is only de ned on non-disjunctive programs.
Let us write D-WFS 0 for the set of ground literals contained in D-WFS. Because of the special form of the residual program, it is easy to show D-WFS 0 ?
res(P ) = WFS ? res(P ) :
1. The direction is obvious: any xpoint I ? of A res(P) must contain all not A, where A 6 2 heads ? res(P ) . Furthermore, S res(P) (I ? ) certainly contains all atoms A which are facts in res(P ).
2. In order to prove that the well-founded semantics makes all other ground atoms A unde ned, we show that I ? := not A A 6 2 heads ? res(P ) is already a xpoint of A res(P) (and then it is certainly the least): S res(P) (I ? ) contains only the atoms, which are given as facts in res(P ). But then the negations of all other atoms are assumed and this allows us to derive all atoms in heads ? res(P ) . Taking the complement gives us again I ? . So we have for all non-disjunctive programs P: WFS(P ) = WFS ? res(P ) = D-WFS 0 ? res(P ) = D-WFS 0 (P ). 2 Theorem 5.3 (STABLE allows our Transformations). For all ground programs P 1 and P 2 , if P 1 7 ! all P 2 , then P 1 and P 2 have the same set of stable models.
1. The stable model semantics looks only at minimal models: it simply selects those among the minimal models which are total and consistent (i.e. \two-valued"). So Theorem 4.2 becomes applicable and shows that STABLE allows unfolding, elimination of tautologies, and elimination of nonminimal rules (plus weak unfolding by Lemma 2.1). We have proven these properties already in BD97]. Unfolding was independently established in SS97].
2. Positive Reduction: let P 1 7 ! P P 2 and let not C be the negative literal evaluated to true.
Let I be a stable model of P 1 . Since C occurs in no rule head, I j = not C, and thus I is also a model of P 2 . There can be no smaller model, since every model of P 2 is also a model of P 1 and I was assumed to be stable and thus minimal.
Conversely, let I be a stable model of P 2 . It is clear that I is also a model of P 1 . Furthermore, I j = not C, so if there were a smaller model I 0 of P 1 , this would also be a model of P 2 , contradicting again the minimality of I.
3. Negative Reduction: let P 1 7 ! N P 2 and let A B^not C be the rule which was deleted because of the fact A 0 true with A 0 A.
Let I be a stable model of P 1 . Since P 2 P 1 , I is also a model of P 2 .
If there were a smaller model I 0 of P 2 , this would also be a model of P 1 since I 6 j = not C and thus I 0 6 j = not C. This would contradict the assumed minimality of I.
Let I be a stable model of P 2 . Then I 6 j = not C, thus I is also a model of P 1 .
If there were a smaller model I 0 , this would also be a model of P 2 (since P 2 P 1 ), contradicting again the minimality of I. 2 Theorem 5.4 (D-WFS extends GCWA). Let P be a positive program and Q be a negative ground literal. Then we have Q 2 D-WFS(P ) () Q 2 GCWA(P ):
Proof. Given a positive program P, positive and negative reduction are obviously not needed in the construction of the residual program, so it can be reached by unfolding, weak unfolding, elimination of tautologies and elimination of nonminimal rules. These transformations do not change the set of minimal models and therefore they do not change the negative literals assumed by the GCWA. So it sufces to consider residual programs which in this case are sets of minimal positive disjunctions.
1. Let not A 2 D-WFS(P ). The D-WFS assumes not A only if A does not appear in res(P ). Then A is of course false in all minimal models, and thus the GCWA assumes not A.
2. Let not A 6 2 D-WFS(P ). Then A appears in a disjunction in res(P ), say A _ A 1 _ _ A n . Let I be the interpretation which makes A 1 ; : : : ; A n false, and all other atoms true. Since A _ A 1 _ _ A n is a minimal disjunction, I
is a model of res(P ). Now let I 0 be a smaller minimal model. Since A must be true in I 0 , not A cannot be assumed by the GCWA. 2
